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In the Bible, it is written that God gave the commandment to Adam and Eve to not eat of the Tree of the 

Knowledge of Good and Evil located in the middle of the garden of Eden. Many people still think that it 

was a normal tree, so I would like to make things clear. The Garden of Eden that is mentioned within the 

Bible actually symbolically represents human beings . The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil 

located in the middle of the garden of Eden thus refers to the sexual organs of human beings. When you 

think about it, we notice that our sexual organs do indeed lie in the middle of our body. Everything then 

starts to make sense. The original sin committed by Adam and Eve was actually the sin of "Adultery". 

Eve first sinned with the snake, which was actually the archangel "Lucifer", who became known as 

"Satan" after the fall. The angels are spiritual beings, but they possess the ability to take a physical form 

(Proof of this is that the snake had a physical form). 

 

Knowing this, the sin of Adultery between Lucifer and Eve was indeed possible. After that, Eve noticed 

that what she had done was wrong, as she was originally supposed to only engage in a sexual relationship 

with Adam after reaching maturity and receiving the authorization of God. Afraid of staying alone, she 

led Adam to also commit the sin of Adultery with her. This is how the heavenly lineage, a lineage that 

was supposed to begin with the first human ancestors Adam and Eve, was corrupted and destroyed. Satan 

then became the father of humanity as all human beings descend from Adam and Eve. To correct this, 

God had to initiate the providence of restoration to restore all of humanity back to the heavenly lineage. 

This was supposed to be realized by Jesus, but because Israel failed to unite with him, Jesus had no other 

Choice but to follow the path of the cross to achieve spiritual salvation. Please remember this: "Jesus did 



 

 

not come on earth to die in order to redeem humanity's sins''. 

 

There is no real parent in this world who would willingly send his child to death, and the same is true of 

God. Christmas is actually a day of repentance because God is reminded on that day of the birth of his 

only child, but also of his death at the hands of the children Jesus was originally supposed to save. 

Because Jesus only achieved spiritual salvation, he needed to come back again to achieve physical 

salvation, which would liberate the body from Satan's dominion. God had to go through another 2,000 

years of suffering and sadness (It took 2,000 years for God to prepare Israel to receive the messiah- from 

Abraham to Jesus arrival) to prepare a new chosen nation to receive the second advent of the messiah. It 

is based on this that the nation of "Korea '' was chosen following a similar path of suffering, just like 

Israel did at the time. Under that foundation, on January 6, 1920, according to the lunar calendar 

(February 25 solar), the Reverend Sun Myung Moon was born. 

 

He inherited the mission from Jesus himself at the young age of 16 and accomplished it completely before 

his ascension to the spiritual world on September 3rd, 2012. The path he had to follow was filled with 

torture and deep suffering, but he had no other choice but to go through this to indemnify the 6000 years 

of fallen human history. "The second advent of Jesus has already occurred. There will never be another 

messiah in the future". The Reverend Sun Myung Moon represents the restored "Adam", but God 

originally created two people as the first ancestors of humanity. Based on this, a restored "Eve" also had 

to appear. It is under the same foundation that on January 6, 1943 (February 10 by the solar calendar), that 

Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon was born under a lineage of three generations of only daughters. Thanks to this, on 

April 11, 1960 (March 16 by the lunar calendar), "The marriage supper of the lamb", that was originally 

supposed to happen during Jesus's time, was finally accomplished. 

 

Thanks to this, God proclaimed them as the "True Parents" of humanity to represent the new beginning of 

the heavenly lineage. They represent the unfallen ancestors of humanity, and because of this, all of 

humanity has to be engrafted into this lineage. To make this possible, God gave them the authority to 

change the fallen lineage of people back to the heavenly lineage through the special marriage ceremony 

known as "The Blessing". Everyone without exception has to receive the blessing, whether in the physical 

world or the spiritual world. It is by receiving it that we obtain the right to enter the kingdom of heaven in 

the spiritual world. Those who did not receive it while on earth will have to receive it in the spiritual 

world, but they will have to wait until their descendants receive the blessing on earth and bless them too. 

Until then, they will be limited to paradise. 

 

Those who have received the blessing have the responsibility to guide their family members, friends and 

others, so that they can receive it too. For North American people, discover how to receive the blessing at 

blessingamerica,org/. Those in other continents need to contact the FFWPU (Family Federation For 

World Peace and Unification) of their respective countries to discover how to receive it. Please take this 

seriously as it is very important. Thank you. 

 

 

 


